
CASE STUDY
How did we predict the behavior of a declining trend 
for Spring/Summer 2020 in order to increase our 
customer sell-through? 

 *For confidentiality reasons, the name of the 
brand has been omitted.

©Mango



Our client had planned to integrate even more leopard prints in his 
collection than last year following the trend’s optimal 
performance.

Our client’s questions:
● Had leopard already saturated the market?
● Would the trend decline before the release 

of his SS20 collection?

Our client’s positioning:
• Target: 18 to 35 year-old European women
• Price range: between 30€ and 80€
• Time-to-market: 6 months 

CONTEXT

©Rouje Paris

The challenge: 
Avoiding overstock by anticipating
the behaviour of a trend
for the next collection



We have defined 3 tailored audience 
panels: edgy, trendy and 
mainstream accounts.

We can recognize fashion trends by 
product type as well as features: 
colors, patterns, textures, shapes, 
details etc. 

We can forecast how trends will 
evolve over time and understand 
their adoption from edgy influencers 
to the mass market.

We apply our visual recognition technology to social media images

REPRESENTATIVE
PANELS OF CONSUMERS

IMAGE RECOGNITION
TECHNOLOGY

TREND FORECASTING
TECHNOLOGY

IN-HOUSE METHODOLOGY

3 MILLION IMAGES ANALYZED DAILY 2000 PRODUCT DETAILS DETECTED HEURITECH PROPRIETARY METHODOLOGY



Rising star 
In Europe in 2018

x2 visibility 
In Europe in 2018

Declining demand of leopard print
for the next collection in Europe

2018

©Max Jorquera

Our client was looking for insight on the leopard pattern on skirts and pants for its next 
summer collection, as he believed they were the categories with the highest commercial 
potential.

2020

 Sustained decliner
Pants & skirts in Europe 

-24% visibility
Of leopard pants

-35% visibility
Of leopard skirts

PANTS

SKIRTS



High magnitude
For leopard print in general in April 2020
*The magnitude would remain high even if the pace slowed down: 
it would remain one of the most popular trends of the next season. 

Trendy consumers
More inclined to wear leopard print than mainstream 
consumers

Cropped pants
Popular among edgy influencers and new clients 

Forecast for April 2020 

HOW?

 
WHO?

WHAT?



Decrease buying quantities
Given the forecasted declining demand for leopard prints

Strong commercial potential
Given the high magnitudes of leopard prints in April 2020

 

Increase sell-through rates 
They planned to increase by 10pts using forecasting of 
market demand and successful leopard styles

CONCLUSION



HEURITECH
Heuritech is a cutting-edge technology company 
that provides fashion brands with the vision they 
need to stay ahead of today’s dynamic market and 
trends. Using advanced artificial intelligence (AI) to 
translate real-world images shared on social media 
into meaningful insights, Heuritech empowers 
brands to forecast demand and trends more 
accurately, produce more sustainably, and achieve 
unprecedented competitive advantage.

About

Get in touch
shana.aiach@heuritech.com

www.heuritech.com
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https://www.instagram.com/heuritech/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/heuritech/

